FlyersRights.org Report Card Methodology
FlyersRights.org is often asked by passengers and transportation reporters about the
record of Members of Congress (MCs) on passenger rights issues. But to give a definitive
answer is no small task. However, Flyersrights.org has now completed a comprehensive review
and has issued a letter grade and numerical score for all 535 Members of Congress so the public
can see how friendly or unfriendly each member has been toward airline passenger rights and
interests. Given how often MCs travel, we had hoped the grades would have been better, and we
hope that this Report Card will also give present and future members incentive to do much better
by passengers going forward.
The FlyersRights.org Report Card used ten grading criteria for the U.S. Senate and U.S.
House of Representatives, plus an additional criteria added to the House report card. This
additional item was a letter sent by Members of the House to the Transportation Security
Administration (TSA) Administrator Pistole begging him not to allow small knives back on
airplanes, there was no such comparable letter from the Senate. The Methodology for the
individual criteria is as follows:
Total Money Accepted From The Airline Industry Over The Past Eight (8) Years: When
MC take money from a special interest group, they are more likely to make decisions that benefit
that group, regardless of their effect on the majority of constituents. When MC take money from
the airlines, they are far more likely to make decisions that benefit the airlines, not the passengers
that are actually voting them into office. When looking at the financial information for MC’s, we
used information from the Center For Responsive Politics, which is based on Federal Election
Commission (FEC) filings by the candidates.1 We awarded points as follows - Candidates who
received less than $50,000 in campaign contributions from the airline industry over the past eight
years were awarded three points. Candidates who received between $50,000 - $100,000 were
awarded two points. Candidates who received between $100,001 - $200,000 were awarded one
point. Finally Candidates who received more than $200,000 in campaign contributions from the
airline industry received zero points.
Staff’s Willingness To Meet To Discuss Passenger Rights And Their Supportiveness Of
Passenger Rights: If a MC is not even willing to meet with passenger representatives, the
likelihood that they will vote for passenger friendly measures drops. These categories were
determined by simply awarding one point to each candidate whose office agreed to meet with
FlyersRights.org to discuss passenger rights. An additional point was awarded for those
candidates whose staffs were supportive of passenger rights. These should have been the easiest
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points to pick up since we were willing to schedule meetings at the convenience of the MC
and/or their staff over the course of a year, yet many failed.
Votes In Favor Of Passenger Rights: Whether a MC values their airline passenger
constituents’ rights or not can be seen in whether or not the MC chose to vote for airline
passenger friendly proposals. Because FlyersRights.org understands some measures get tacked
onto other bills that members simply can/cannot support, we were conscious not to overweight
this category. This criterion was a simple tally of votes cast for or against bills in which there
were airline passenger friendly provisions. There were sixteen votes in the Senate and fifteen
votes in the House. While we did not take away points for those who did not vote, we did count
those who actively abstained from voting as voting no. This was done because many politicians
will abstain from a vote they oppose instead of actively voting no, so they can go back to their
constituents and say they did not vote against them. In an effort not to punish anyone for their
length of time in Congress (long or short), we converted votes into percentages and awarded
points as follows. Five points were awarded to those who had a 100 percent voting record in
favor of airline passenger rights. Four points were awarded for those with an 80 percent record.
Three points were awarded for a 60 percent record. Two points were awarded for a 40 percent
record. One point was awarded for a 20 percent record. And zero points were awarded for a 0
percent voting record. The average in both the House and Senate was roughly 50 percent.
Bills Sponsored and Co-sponsored Advocating Passenger Rights: We particularly wanted
to reward those MCs who actively engaged in advocating for airline passenger friendly policies
by sponsoring or co-sponsoring legislation. For these criteria, we simply awarded five points to
each candidate every time they sponsored an airline passenger friendly bill or amendment and
two points to each candidate every time they co-sponsored an airline passenger friendly bill or
amendment.
The Inclusion of Passenger Representatives in Transportation and Aviation Committee
Hearings: Because FlyersRights.org believes passengers should be represented in Congressional
hearings about subjects which will overwhelming affect passengers, we looked at how many
times passengers had been represented at hearings regarding issues that affect airline passengers.
We looked at hearings from 2011 forward. In the Senate we looked at hearings of the Senate
Commerce Science, and Transportation Committee as well as the Aviation Operations, Safety,
and Security Subcommittee. In the House we reviewed the Homeland Security Transportation
Subcommittee, the Transportation and Infrastructure Committee (TIC), and the TIC Aviation
Subcommittee. In all of the meetings reviewed, only one hearing since 2011 had a passenger
representative as a witness. Because only the Chair and to a lesser extent the Ranking Member of
the relevant committees have control over the witness list, we only subtracted points from these
leadership individuals, not from the rest of the committee members. If a MC was a Chair of one
of these committees that failed to have passenger representative witnesses, they had half of a
point deducted. If the MC was a Ranking Member, they had a quarter of a point deducted from
their overall score.
Whether A Member Spoke Openly In Favor Or Against Passenger Rights Legislation:
This was a difficult category to measure. Because committee meetings are frequently behind
closed doors, it was impossible to know who spoke out as legislation was in the mark up phase.

Similarly, because of the way legislation is brought to the floor and voted on, there frequently
was no one making any speeches about various pieces of legislation before it was voted on, the
bill was simply brought up for a recorded or voice vote, without additional discussion. Still for
those instances we knew about or could be reviewed by archival video, we awarded 4 points to
MCs who actively spoke out in favor of airline passenger friendly proposals, and we deducted 4
points from those MCs that actively spoke out against airline passenger friendly proposals.
Laws Enacted That Have Yet To Be Implemented (Hotline): In 2012, Congress passed
the first Airline Passengers Bill of Rights in which Congress authorized funding an airline
passenger hotline, “The Secretary of Transportation shall establish a consumer complaints tollfree hotline telephone number for the use of passengers in air transportation and shall take
actions to notify the public of (1) that telephone number; and (2) the Internet Web site of the
Aviation Consumer Protection Division of the Department of Transportation.”2 Unfortunately
several years on and this has yet to be done. Because the Energy, Natural Resources, and
Infrastructure Subcommittee of the Senate Finance Committee, and the Transportation, Housing
and Urban Development, and Related Agencies Subcommittee of the House Appropriations
Committee have consistently failed to allocate resources to implement this hotline, we have
deducted one point each from the Chair and Ranking Members of these committees and half a
point each from the rank and file members of these committees.
Sponsorship of A Passenger Bill of Rights 2.0: While FlyersRights.org is grateful to
those MC’s who were instrumental in getting the first Airline Passenger Bill of Rights passed, it
was substantially watered down by the time the final bill was signed into law.
Congress in 1978 deregulated airlines under the theory that doing so would improve
service and reduce airfares. The legislation also as interpreted by the courts exempted airlines
from all state and local consumer protection laws, most federal laws and regulations and most
tort and contract laws that protect consumers against abuse by all other industries. Airline
passengers suffer from growing massive and systemic violations of their rights, including
drowning in a tidal wave of untaxed ancillary fees, suffering through long TSA waits, no
compensation rights for delays or mistreatment, and ever shrinking airline seats and passenger
space. All matters within the power of Congress to fix.
FlyersRights.org since 2012 has advocated for Airline Passengers Bill of Rights 2.0 that
contains over 30 legislative proposals. We have approached over 150 MCs to sponsor this
legislation, but so far, none have agreed. While we did not deduct points, we would have gladly
awarded ten points to any MC who agreed to sponsor our bill or other comprehensive airline
passenger reform legislation.
Letter To TSA Advocating Against Knives on Airplanes (House only): To reward
members of the U.S. House of Representatives for sending a letter to TSA Administrator Pistole
begging him to reverse his decision to once again allow small knives onto airplanes, we awarded
two points to each MOC who signed the letter. Sadly, there was no such letter sent from the
Senate.
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Out of 104 points in the Senate and 106 points in the House, no MOC got higher than 25
(all fractions were rounded up). The grade scale used and the number breakdown are as follows:
Senate
Average Score
Maximum Score
Minimum Score

6
17
0

[Schumer (D-NY)]
[Sanders (I-VT)]

House

7
25
-6

[M. Thompson (D-CA5)]
[Defazio (D-OR4)]

81+
41-80
21-40
19-20
17-18
15-16
13-14
10-12
8-9
5-7
3-4
<3

A+
A
B+
B
BC+
C
CD+
D
DF

